You are invited by the DREI Leadership Council to enter the DREI Program and
join the ranks of the Distinguished Real Estate Instructors.
In becoming a DREI you will be joining an elite group of teaching and presentation professionals.
While there are and will continue to be various designations and certifications for instructors, the
DREI program is the only program committed to actually making you a better instructor.
Becoming an excellent instructor is a progressive, incremental process that never ends. DREI's are
committed to a lifetime of improvement and advancement in instruction and regularly share and
exchange presentation techniques, tips and course information. We applaud you for aspiring to
become the best that you can be in the world of instruction.
The DREI designees who serve as program mentors are a group of dedicated, high performance
instructors committed to elevating the level of your skills, abilities and talents as an instructor. We
trust you will enjoy and benefit from the journey.
New DREI Candidate Mentor Sessions are launched throughout the year. The assignment to a
mentoring session is based on receipt of your completed application and fee with confirmation of
your current REEA Membership status.

The Process & Program for Becoming a DREI
While becoming a DREI requires a life-long commitment to excellence and improvement in your
instruction, there are just 6 easy steps to obtaining your DREI Designation. We firmly believe that
nothing will improve your teaching as much or as quickly as going through the DREI program. Every
DREI who has gone through the program comments that the process of becoming a DREI did more
to elevate their teaching skills than anything else they did during their professional career.
Please refer to the DREI Candidate Step by Step Application for details of the program.
We Look Forward to Welcoming YOU and Working with you during your Candidacy. If you have
any questions, please do not hesitate to contact anyone on the DREI Leadership Council.

